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UC-TomKat Carbon Neutrality Strategic Communication Working Group

UC-TomKat Carbon Neutrality
Communication Strategy Working Group
• Purpose and goals

– “Develop an inclusive, effective, cost-efficient plan for
strategic communications to help UC achieve carbon
neutrality in its campus operations & purchased energy
by 2025”
– In-depth audience research, stakeholder assessment &
testing of communication interventions

UC-TomKat Carbon Neutrality
Communication Strategy Working Group
• Working group project

– Collaboration between researchers, practitioners and
students from across the UC system
– 1 year project; 3 in-person meetings + much virtual
collaboration
– Synthesis of existing knowledge and collection of new
data
– Leveraging collective intelligence and synergistic
activities

UC-TomKat Carbon Neutrality
Communication Strategy Working Group
• Research and capacity building activities

– Review of existing literature and reports
– Analysis of UC sustainability-themed news (content & web analytics)
– Systems mapping and administrative analysis (interviews)

– Faculty audience analysis (systemwide survey, interviews)

– Student audience analysis (systemwide survey, interviews, barriers
analysis)
– Message and strategy testing (focus groups, interviews)

– Capacity development for student engagement (student collaborator
involvement, workshop, collaborative research and toolkit development)
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Synthesis & Student Engagement
Research Subgroup
• Rationale

– Participatory research

• Goals

– Broaden perspective of working group
– Research (lit review & data collection)
– Merging of research and practice: capacity development
for student engagement

Synthesis & Student Engagement
Research Subgroup
• Student collaborators from
across the UC system
– UC Carbon Neutrality
Initiative Student
Engagement Fellows (UCR,
UCLA, UCD, UCSB, UCB)
– TomKat interns (UCSB)
– SEI interns (UCSD, UCM)

Synthesis & Student Engagement
Research Subgroup
• Research activities

– Winter 2017: Research literature
review
– Winter/Spring 2017: Workshop in
Santa Barbara
• Literature review presentation
• Breakout sessions
• Research question development
– Spring 2017: Research design +
recommendations drafting
– Summer 2017: Data collection &
analysis + report writing

Impact on the Working Group
•

Stronger and more accurate representation of varied perspectives in working
group discussions
– Student perspectives
– Different UC campus perspectives

•

Broader networks that have facilitated research and outreach opportunities

•

Unanticipated working group products

•

Creative research directions + expertise to pursue them

– Data collection
– Document review
– [anticipated] Report dissemination

– Financial and energy strategy workshop materials
– Recommendations for strengthening the UC-CNI Student Engagement fellows program
– Focus on role of student government in campus decision-making

Workshop Materials
• UC-CNI Energy Strategy Options
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Recommendations for CNI Student
Engagement Fellows Program
• Emerged spontaneously
from conversation held
during the workshop
• Collaborative drafting
maintained momentum after
workshop
• Opened dialogue with
fellowship management staff
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Creative Research Direction + Expertise
•

Analysis to investigate barriers to action by student government
(specifically, passing and supporting resolutions):
Target behavior:

“Members of the undergraduate and graduate student governments across all ten University of
California campuses pass and continually support (in committee and other ways) a coordinated
resolution to the administration that demands a plan and accountability for campus energy
sustainability.”

•

One student collaborator is involved in student government at her
campus

Impact on Student Collaborators

How have the students benefitted from participation?

Impact on Student Collaborators
Deeper understanding of carbon neutrality
“I feel like I have a way, way deeper knowledge about…the Carbon
Neutrality Initiative, in the UC system obviously, but just in general, like
how do you actually implement that. I think from an outside perspective,
it’s so mysterious as to how this actually begins to work after you set this
goal, so I feel like I actually get it now. It sort of opened that black box, so
that was really interesting to see what happens after the goal is set and
what is the actual mechanism to getting to the goal.”
- Anna Whitney, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UC Berkeley

Impact on Student Collaborators
Deeper understanding of UC carbon neutrality strategies
“I think there were specific ways in which the TomKat working group impacted my
understanding of carbon neutrality...the worksheet that we went through, that
process of getting really definite about the strategies that we’re actually going
to use to reduce carbon emissions...[and] how much carbon emissions will be
reduced from each particular strategy, and then the funding mechanisms as well.
Going through that, and talking through the pros and cons of each scenario with a
sizable group of informed students was a really, really valuable thing for me,
because with such a macroscopic high-level decision like that...it was really helpful
to have people who had different perspectives... [and] provided viewpoints that I
would have never thought of on my own, and definitely rounded out my
understanding.”
- Austin Park, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UCLA

Impact on Student Collaborators
Understanding complexities of university decision-making
“... running student interviews has allowed me to realize somewhat the lack of
awareness that some students have on what they think is possible or capable for
administration to achieve.”
“Before taking on this project, I thought that anyone who wanted to support any
specific initiative would have the freedom to pursue it how they want, as long as others
agreed with their vision. But after..., I realized that students generally have the freedom
to pursue a project as they wish, but the success of it requires the strengths and
support of having faculty and staff on their side...faculty and staff have a lot more
constraints to their ability to fully support a project, whether it be for political reasons,
financial reasons, or the risk of loosing their job, if the higher ups are not happy with
their decision to pursue this specific initiative.”
- Celine Mol, TomKat intern, UC Santa Barbara

Impact on Student Collaborators
Insight into how decisions are made + weighing in
“You know, I think it’s really important to give students the ability to
glimpse behind the curtain of the ivory tower, you know, to see the
gears of power move is such a valuable experience for students of all
ages, professionality, degree-holding, not degree-holding. It just puts
things into perspective, even if maybe they feel intimidated — I still feel
intimidated — to have an opinion, to voice up, right? But just listening,
just hearing how these people engage with one another is super
interesting. It’s a wonderful experience, I think, any student should have.
It’s empowering, you know, in a sense.”
- Ben Sommerkorn, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UC Riverside & GCLC Grad Rep

Impact on Student Collaborators
Understanding differences between campuses
“Participating in this project brought additional awareness of how each campus
heavily varies with campus culture and efforts for the initiative.”
- Colleen McCamy, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UC Santa Barbara

“I think considering the many sides of the story, because each campus has its own
[culture]...like, Santa Cruz is more agriculture-based, San Francisco is more healthbased. Participation in the project made me — it was holistic, I think. We took each
campus into consideration — what was said, and sort of saw gaps — that allowed
for gaps to show between campuses and within campuses...I think that was a real
effective way of bettering or creating a successful communication campaign.”
- Marcelo Mendez, TomKat intern, UC Santa Barbara

Impact on Student Collaborators
Increased familiarity with research to inform engagement
“Definitely barriers analysis is a new system of thinking about stuff for
me, and I found it really useful, and it made me challenge the way that I
— like, thinking about things, not assuming that you know what the
problem is, and wanting to do [barriers analysis] in more places...”
- Anna Whitney, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UC Berkeley

Impact on Student Collaborators
Understanding theory & research related to own projects
“One thing that I really liked learning about was the framing...when we
were doing the academic lit review, the aspect of that that I was talking
about was framing and messaging and a lot of those articles are really
interesting and put into words something that was kind of intuitive but
difficult to explain or to put into practice...understanding how the way
that you’re putting a message out there can completely change how it’s
received by people who may ultimately agree with the more fundamental
points but can still go either way if it’s framed incorrectly for that
audience.”
- Hannah Campi, SEI intern, UC San Diego, former UC-CNI SE fellow, UC Riverside

Impact on Student Collaborators
Helping to inform educational and career plans
“Much of my work on this project is new to me; I have not had the
opportunity to study the manner in which we communicate such
important topics as carbon neutrality. This experience has opened my
eyes to how research might be conducted in higher level academic
settings and is helping me determine what career I wish to pursue in
future.”
- Laura Hanel, SEI intern, UC Merced

Impact on Student Collaborators
Multiple perspectives and feeling part of a team
“I liked being on the calls, I felt like I could learn a lot from people, like stuff that I
never would have been exposed to had I just been working by myself, and even if
it’s not something that I end up working on, I feel like it’s great to know what other
people are doing. I think that [observing people working on a collaborative project]
is one of the more enjoyable parts...what are you doing on your campus to engage
your student body...that’s very independent — so I really liked going on the calls
and just getting the broader view of everything that’s happening and, like, I’m on a
team — yay!”
- Anna Whitney, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UC Berkeley

Impact on Student Collaborators
Ability to share key insights with incoming CNI fellows
“I think the biggest thing I can think of was training up next year’s fellows...who
are going to fill in when I leave. I used a lot of the knowledge I learned from this
meeting really, that had given me, I felt, a more balanced perspective on carbon
neutrality and energy solutions and energy sustainability. I used that quite a bit
both in terms of trying to demonstrate the pros and cons of each approach and
the capacities of each approach, and also like the ethical issues of different
energy strategies. Just from a knowledge perspective, I was much better informed
and more able to act as a teacher and kind of bring up...the next round of fellows
so that they could start from, hopefully, a higher place than I did, and just have
that knowledge from the beginning. It was great.”
- Austin Park, UC-CNI Student Engagement Fellow, UCLA

So What?
• We saw positive outcomes for our project and our
student collaborators.
• How can insights be applied to other efforts
focused on engagement in sustainability?
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• An idea: distributed research seminars

What is a distributed research seminar?
• Working within the structures and incentives of higher education
– A seminar course that students can take for credit, coordinated across
universities
– An opportunity to train, mentor, organize (outreach) activities, etc.,
while at the same time working on a collaborative research project
– Instructors coordinate and divide responsibility so that no one
individual is responsible for preparing the course content

– Creates a distributed structure for mentoring and capacity
development
– Students and instructors get credit for the course, making it easier for
them to prioritize activities of the group

Thank you!
I look forward to your questions and
comments during the discussion.

